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ABSTRACT
Citizen science games (CSGs) are a valuable means for motivating citizen science participation. However, many CSGs still suffer from the recruitment and retention issues of traditional citizen science projects, despite much prior literature on what motivates CSG players. In this study, we take a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective to explore in what ways CSGs are still failing to provide motivating play experiences for players. Using Qualitative Content Analysis, we conducted and analyzed an online survey of 185 players from 9 citizen science games. This survey contributes insights to the current state of CSG experiences and next steps for developers to address these issues. We found that major concerns included scientific communication, instructional design, user interface and controls, task quality, and software issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Citizen science games (CSGs) are gamified applications, which enable the public to contribute to scientific research by collecting and/or processing scientific data (Cooper 2011; Newman et al. 2012; Wiggins and Crowston 2015) and/or learning and applying a domain skill complementary to the scientists’ abilities (Keep 2018). CSGs are an effective means of co-creating knowledge (Schrier 2017), and a valuable way to “provid[e] the public with access to important and challenging problems facing science and society” (Tuite 2014). Being gameful, CSGs draw on the motivational power of games to engage a wider audience (Ponti et al. 2018).

However, simply being gameful is not enough to attract and retain citizen scientists (Miller and Cooper 2022). CSGs suffer from the same widespread issues of retention as traditional citizen science projects (Eveleigh et al. 2014; Iacovides et al. 2013; Jennett et al. 2016). Yet the same body of work unpacks a multitude of motivations for CSG players. If we know what attracts and retains CSG audiences, why are CSGs still struggling to maintain an audience?

This leads to our current research question: What are players experiencing in citizen science games, and how do their experiences differ from what the literature understands to be a motivating experience? On the basis of similar recent work by Miller and Cooper (2022), we hypothesize that the player experience includes significant frustrations that could be addressed by developers.

To investigate this hypothesis, we review the state of CSG player experiences through the lens of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), a field that focuses on understanding the interactions between users and technology. HCI provides the methods to understand user experiences so developers can act to address present weaknesses. Moreover, project owners and stakeholders can take our findings to encourage developers to address weaknesses and assess success in their own projects. This will, in turn, lead to higher throughput of citizen science gaming and, overall, more effective citizen science games.

Thus, we surveyed the citizen science gaming community about their play experiences. This online survey produced 185 valid responses (after filtering) from 9 different citizen science games, though we note a particular skew toward Foldit due to its popularity and increased advertising for this survey by the Foldit developers. Using qualitative content analysis (QCA), we coded survey responses for commonalities (Guest and MacQueen 2008; MacQueen et al. 1998).

Our main contribution is a series of insights into how CSG players currently perceive the gameplay and surrounding experience of CSGs, as well as associated recommendations for CSG developers to address problems. Among other points, we found that: (1) players are seeking more frequent and clearer scientific communication regarding updates on the projects; (2) players are confused about how to play and need better instructions; (3) user interfaces and controls are often unintuitive; (4) data-focused CSGs suffer from poor task quality, causing player frustration; and (5) CSG software suffers from frequent bugs and crashes that should be addressed.

BACKGROUND

CSGs fall within the subset of serious gaming — gaming for purposes beyond entertainment. Research has been increasingly interested in the playability and player experiences of these games (Rienzo and Cubillos 2020). Although player experience was previously considered as simply player satisfaction, the player experience of serious games has now been understood, generally, as a combination of many factors including immersion, challenge, and emotion, among others (d’Ornellas et al. 2015; Rienzo and Cubillos 2020; Wiemeyer et al. 2016). Player experience has also been explored as an individualized phenomenon; for example, Tasnim and Eishita (2021) measured how a player’s Big Five personality traits impact their player experience. Although work has been done to describe the “how-to” of designing for usability, playability, and learnability in serious games (Olsen et al. 2011), this work has not been extended to the design of CSGs specifically. Nor has the player experience of CSGs been examined in great detail, thus motivating the present study.

CSGs have been used in a variety of projects to increase participation and to collect more data in citizen science. For example, Project Discovery (Sullivan et al. 2018) added a citizen science image classification task as a mini-game to the popular Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Game (MMORPG) EVE Online in order to classify fluorescence microscopy images. Similarly, the Borderlands Science project places a citizen science task of aligning RNA gene sequences in the popular shooter game Borderlands 3 as a tile-matching arcade mini-game (Waldispühl et al. 2020). These projects have seen phenomenal success in terms of outreach, but little has been studied on how players experience these games.

Research that has looked at participant experiences in citizen science has primarily focused on learning outcomes, such as the embedded assessment of performance and data quality (Becker-Klein et al. 2016) and the review of citizen science analyses by Aristeidou and Herodotou.
(2020), which examined citizen science as a tool for online learning.

Many scholars have also looked at the motivations of volunteers engaging with digital citizen science. In general, volunteers are motivated by altruism, skill improvement, self-development, career benefits, social interactions, and welfare protection (Clary and Snyder 1999). Citizen scientists are initially motivated by stimulation and self-direction, while retaining motivations include achievement, benevolence, and collaboration, among other factors (Palacin et al. 2020; Rotman et al. 2014). Other motivational factors like gamification and novelty have also shown to improve engagement with citizen science (Jackson 2019; Palacin-Silva et al. 2018).

Player motivations for CSGs can be seen as an extension of the motivations of citizen science volunteers. Players are motivated by the scientific topic, their previous interests in science, the specific research topic, curiosity, and a desire to contribute to research (Curtis 2015; Diaz et al. 2020; Iacovides et al. 2013; Jennett et al. 2016). Continued engagement requires recognizing players for their contributions, task enjoyment, proper pacing, teamwork, learning, and intellectual challenge (Curtis 2015; Iacovides et al. 2013; Jennett et al. 2016). Specifically, scientific communication (i.e., scientists communicating findings with the player base) is a key part of participant engagement (de Vries et al. 2019).

Designing for casual contributors (dabblers), however, requires continued rekindling of motivation via scientific communication and accessible design for casual contribution behavior (cf. “snacking” in Alexandrovsky et al. 2019; Eveleigh et al. 2014). Other motivational factors, such as narrative (Prestopnik and Tang 2015) and gamification (Bowser et al. 2013; Eveleigh et al. 2013; Ponti et al. 2018) have been studied but saw mixed results on efficacy.

There has been relatively less work on the player experience of CSGs, with a few notable exceptions. Diaz et al. (2020) asked players directly about their player experience and quality of experience. They found that a player’s experience is influenced by the game design, game elements, the player’s strategies, the player’s involvement with the scientific community, and the opportunity to help science. Factors such as frustration with learning and lack of progression also affected participation and engagement. Diaz et al. describe the issue of player experience as a trade-off between focusing on the scientific data and the game qua game — an issue not only for serious games but also in all citizen science projects started by domain experts (Diaz et al. 2020; Kim et al. 2011).

With respect to the tutorial experience, Diaz et al. (2020) found that players experience a steep learning curve and a lack of understanding in the Quantum Moves CSG, suggesting a need for better tutorials and help pages; this need was also identified by a systematic literature review of general citizen science volunteers (Skarlatidou et al. 2019).

To improve future and existing CSGs — especially regarding their game design for citizen engagement — we must first have a clear understanding of what current CSGs are doing well and poorly with respect to the player experience. Continuing the work of Diaz et al. (2020), we attempt to more comprehensively survey CSG player experiences, collecting nuanced input on the players’ needs, frustrations, and learning experiences.

METHODS

To determine the current state of player experiences in CSGs, we sent an online questionnaire to CSG players using a combination of in-game advertisements, social media posts, and game website news posts. Thus, announcements were posted both externally and internally with no specific sampling. There were no inclusion or exclusion criteria for games that players could report on; players could submit survey responses for any game (e.g., Sea Hero Quest or Zooniverse). See Supplemental File 4: Appendix A for the full questionnaire.

Methods were approved by the researchers’ institutional ethics board and all participants provided informed consent. Data were collected between April 2019 and May 2021. A total of 237 responses were received and then filtered according to the following criteria: age must be 18–98; responses must specify a valid citizen science game, and duplicate responses were removed. After filtering, 185 valid responses remained; a majority of these (140) were from Foldit, while 45 were from games other than Foldit (EteRNA: 14; Stall Catchers: 14; Eyewire: 7; Skill Lab: Science Detective: 4; Phylo: 3; Living Links: 1; Mozak: 1; Questagame: 1). We expect the skew toward Foldit is because: (1) Foldit has a much larger active player base than other CSGs (Miller and Cooper 2022), (2) Foldit recently promoted an Educational mode attracting students and educators (Miller et al. 2020), and (3) Foldit’s developers embedded this survey into their tutorial at a point 16 levels into the game (approximately 1–2 hours of gameplay). Participant ages ranged from 18 to 78 (M = 39.5; σ =17.2). The authors’ initial familiarity with these games ranged from passing knowledge to deep expertise; researching and playing these games was done on an as-needed basis for analysis. See Supplemental File 5: Appendix B for details on the games studied.

Open-ended responses were coded using a codebook qualitative content analysis (Guest and MacQueen 2008;
MacQueen et al. 1998). Based on recommendations from literature (Forman and Damschroeder 2007), one primary coder wrote the codebook based on a preliminary coding with an effort toward mutually-exclusive codes. Thus, codes were created inductively (data-driven, “conventional”) rather than deductively (theory-driven, “directed”) (Elo and Kyngäs 2008; Hsieh and Shannon 2005). We acknowledge the reflexive nature of qualitative coding, and thus our findings should be considered interpretive, not objective (Schreier 2012).

The codebook was then iterated on through a code-revise-recode process with the other two coders. After five iterations, the codebook stabilized, and the three coders proceeded to code/recode the remaining responses. All three coders are authors on this paper. An intercoder reliability was calculated across all open-ended responses (each question-part treated as a cell and codes measured as present/absent per coder) using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff 2011), resulting in an alpha of 0.734, which is considered acceptable.

RESULTS

We divide results into five sections: (1) descriptive reports on our respondents’ relevant backgrounds, (2) update preferences, (3) tutorial experiences, (4) game difficulty, and (5) open-ended game feedback. See Supplemental File 4: Appendix A for details on the questionnaire.

PARTICIPANT BACKGROUNDS

We asked participants when they started playing the game they were reporting on. Their start dates (n = 175) ranged from June 2008 to March 2021 with the mean around January 2018. Participant education and game expertise follow a bell curve, whereas gameplay frequency is a bimodal distribution (see Supplemental File 3: Table 1). The modal participant is a beginner player with novice education (e.g., took a college course on the scientific topic) and plays games daily. Players reported playing puzzle games most (n = 103), followed by citizen science (n = 99), strategy (n = 98), action/adventure (n = 83), casual (n = 77), role-playing (n = 72), and shooter games (n = 49). We further analyzed players who reported playing games daily and playing citizen science games as a preferred genre (n = 44). Of this subset, participants play puzzle games (n = 28), strategy (n = 28), action/adventure (n = 18), role-playing (n = 18), casual (n = 16), and shooter games (n = 12). From this, we conclude that the modal participant enjoys puzzle and strategy games in addition to their citizen science gaming.

UPDATE PREFERENCES

For the remaining closed-ended results (update preferences, tutorial experiences, and game difficulty), because our data is skewed toward Foldit, we first sought to test whether we can combine all data for analysis (i.e., to analyze our data as coming from one population of CSG players, rather than two populations of Foldit and non-Foldit players). To check this, we performed a chi square test of independence on the contingency table of values for the measurements that could be compared (Foldit, n = 140, non-Foldit, n = 45). We corrected for multiple testing using the Holm-Sidak method. We found that most of the tests were non-significant, with the exception of responses to the statements “I feel stuck” and “I try to get hints from within the game” (adjusted p < 0.05). In this case, Foldit players feel more stuck and seek more hints. However, because most other values were non-significant, we combine all data for the purpose of reporting the remaining results.

As shown in Figure 1, players’ update preferences are primarily for more scientific news updates. Secondary preferences include more content, new gameplay modes, and developer updates. Bug fixes and quality of life improvements were important to some players but not others. Finally, social and story/gameplay updates were considered least important.

TUTORIAL EXPERIENCES

Because our responses on the tutorials were largely skewed toward Foldit (n = 98), we report only on Foldit’s tutorial. As shown in Supplemental File 2: Figure 2, the beginning of the tutorial is extremely easy, while the end of the tutorial is moderately difficult. With respect to the skills needed to play, participants reported that the Foldit tutorial taught: none (n = 1), some (n = 13), about half (n = 17), most (n = 37), and all (n = 27). Participants further reported the tutorial taught these skills: very poorly (n = 0), poorly (n = 37), and all (n = 27). We corrected for multiple testing using the Holm-Sidak method. As shown in Figure 1, players’ update preferences are primarily for more scientific news updates. Secondary preferences include more content, new gameplay modes, and developer updates. Bug fixes and quality of life improvements were important to some players but not others. Finally, social and story/gameplay updates were considered least important.

GAME DIFFICULTY

Participant responses across all games indicated that the puzzles were at a reasonable difficulty. A plurality of 39% of players described that most of the puzzles were satisfyingly challenging but doable, and similar percentages of players said that only some of the puzzles were too easy (50%), too hard (54%), or led to the player feeling stuck (48%). This reasonable difficulty translated well to engagement, as a 41% plurality of players said that most of the puzzles felt engaging. When players were stuck however, they were loath to ask for help — 52% of responses indicated that...
players didn’t ask others for help and 46% of players didn’t look up the answers online (for “most of the puzzles”). Players did generally get hints from within the game when stuck though, with a reasonably even spread of answers across the spectrum. A 38% plurality of players found the game “moderately difficult,” followed by 23% responding “slightly difficult.”

**OPEN-ENDED GAME FEEDBACK**

Using the codebook qualitative content analysis (QCA) described in the Methods section, we developed a codebook (see <https://osf.io/yd26a/>) for the full codebook) which ultimately had 23 codes capturing: educational value, game structure and pace, supporting alternate play modalities, intrinsic game enjoyment (IGE), intellectual challenge, socialization and community, boring or repetitive play, gamification, power user functionality and quality-of-life features, user interface and input controls, software, paratexts such as game wikis and YouTube videos, developer communication, scientist communication, making scientific contributions, understanding the science of the game, game difficulty, knowledge of how to play, game instructions (both positive and negative reviews), unknown, and no answer.

To quantitatively analyze the results of the QCA, we summed the counts of codes across coders, thereby weighting agreements more heavily while still including all assigned codes. We report only on the top 1–5 categories for each result; however, the full quantitative analysis is available at <https://osf.io/yd26a/>. For each of the five response types (see Appendix A), we explored sums of a variety of subsets of games: Foldit, non-Foldit, Foldit-like (includes Foldit, Eterna, and Eyewire), non-Foldit-like, individual games, and all games. We chose these subsets as capturing the diversity of our sample to the extent that we have sufficient data for analysis. However, for this article we report only on findings which showed marked differences between subsets.

We found participants’ favorite aspects of the game as: For Foldit (n = 140): IGE (22.7%), educational value (20.2%), and making scientific contributions (17.0%). For non-Foldit (n = 45): making scientific contributions (23.6%) and IGE (17.4%).

We found participants’ least favorite aspects of the game as: For Foldit: confusion about how to play (19.1%), unintuitive user interface (UI) and control scheme (15.9%), poor quality or quantity of instructions and examples (13.2%), and software issues such as bugs, freezing, and crashes (12.4%). For non-Foldit: software issues (16.5%), scientific communication (11.6%), and task quality (9.0%). Notably, scientific communication was highest for Eterna (n = 14) — which relies heavily on a scientific feedback loop — at 25.0%, and the complaints of task quality were primarily driven by players of Stall Catchers (n = 14) and Eyewire (n = 7) — most often regarding data resolution.

We found that participants would like to see the following updates: For all games, they would like power user functionality/quality-of-life features (19.2%); for Foldit, they would like UI and control scheme (13.6%), better instructions with more examples and other learning assistance (10.9%); and for non-Foldit, they would like scientific communication (16.7%) and software updates (10.3%).

Because the majority of our responses came from Foldit (n = 84; 5 non-Foldit) and Wilcoxon rank sum tests indicated significant differences on the closed-ended questions (p < 0.0001), we focus our analysis only on Foldit’s tutorial and note this limitation of generality. Their favorite and least favorite aspects were identical: instructions (53.1% favorite; 25.2% least favorite) and pacing and structure (20.9% favorite; 16.0% least favorite).

**OVERALL**

Overall, Foldit players commented on its instructions (both positively and negatively, 18.1%), their understanding (or lack thereof) the science of the game (10.0%), and their intrinsic game enjoyment (9.3%). Non-Foldit players were more interested in science communication (10.1%), making scientific contributions (9.3%), and gamification (9.3%). For non-Foldit-like games (n = 24), participants focused on the gamification (15.6%), software issues (12.4%), and task quality (9.7%).

**DISCUSSION**

This work sought to gauge the CSG players’ experience through the lens of HCI so that developers can improve their games and collect more and better scientific data. We hope that these findings can also inform project leads, educational specialists, researchers, and other stakeholders of CSGs to critically evaluate the player experiences they are providing and encourage developers to make improvements.

In this section, we discuss the results, followed by takeaways, limitations, and future work.

**PARTICIPANT BACKGROUNDS**

The most salient findings regarding our participants were that they are novices to the game and its topic, play games frequently, and enjoy puzzle and strategy games alongside their citizen science gaming. These results suggest that citizen science games benefit from having well-designed tutorials, reasons to log in daily, and puzzle and strategy
elements. Good tutorials are a goal of every game, and most citizen science games already have puzzle or strategy elements. However, little has been done to explore daily login incentives, such as daily quests or bonuses (Legner, Eghtebas, and Klinker 2019); this may be an interesting avenue to explore for further development.

**UPDATE PREFERENCES**

As described in Figure 1, the modal first request from players was more news updates from scientists. This agrees with prior literature that the motivation of contributing to science is one of the most, if not the most, important motivator (Curtis 2015; de Vries et al. 2019; Diaz et al. 2020; Eveleigh et al. 2014, 2013; Iacovides et al. 2013). Along with scientific updates, new content — such as more puzzles or datasets — was ranked highly among the most participants. This finding suggests that, like many long-standing commercial games, the CSGs we studied follow the “games as a service” model, which relies on continuous content updates to maintain engagement and participation (Clark 2014; Delgado and Bazán 2019).

Bug fixes, quality of life improvements, and new ways to play (e.g., new tools, new game modes) spanned a wide range of rankings. However, a closer look at these responses grouped by player sub-populations (experts, new players, dabblers, etc.) would be necessary to better understand which sub-populations are requesting which updates (cf. citizen science profiling, e.g., Aristeidou et al. 2017). Lastly, updates to social features, story updates, and news from developers were least preferred. The first two of these may be an artifact due to the fact that the CSGs studied lack significant story and meaningful social features (besides basic groups and chat functions), or it could speak to a latent trend among CSG players that they are more focused on the task and game mechanics than on the surrounding community and narrative framing. The fact that players care little for developer updates may speak to the motivation of CSG players to be more interested in the science of the game than the game itself. Alternatively (or in addition), improvements to the software may be seen as less exciting than scientific advances or new gameplay features.

**TUTORIAL EXPERIENCES**

In reporting on the tutorial experiences of CSGs, we are unfortunately limited to describing only Foldit’s tutorial. However, we believe this contribution is of value for further consideration of tutorial development in CSGs because several of the themes discussed are agnostic to Foldit’s content and mechanics.

As illustrated in Supplemental File 2: Figure 2, Foldit’s tutorial begins trivially and ends with moderate to extreme difficulty, our participants report. This demonstrates the steep learning curve participants experience in moving from simple controls to the science challenges presented by the game. Participants also note that the tutorial teaches most of the skills needed to play fairly well, though this still leaves room for improvement — and, conversely, room for confusion. Extending the work of Diaz et al. (2020), these findings show that both of the CSG tutorials studied in-depth (of Foldit in our study and Quantum Moves in theirs) had issues with a steep learning curve.

In open-ended responses, participants praised the tutorial for its gradual progression and clear steps, but felt frustrated when the few instructions were insufficient for solving their problem. They suggested that the tutorial could be improved with more examples, more connection to the science topic, and more and better feedback on their performance. Similar to prior work, both CSG tutorials studied have lacked a strong connection to the scientific subject matter, which caused players to feel lost or confused at how their play was meaningful (Díaz et al. 2020). We further found that Foldit’s tutorials violated a playability heuristic by taking away the player’s hard-earned possessions — in this case, the tools they unlocked by completing previous tutorial levels (Korhonen and Koivisto 2006). Other playability heuristics might also be considered violated upon closer inspection, such as having clear goals, balanced challenge, consistent gameplay, and intuitive controls (Desurvire and Wiberg 2009; Korhonen and Koivisto 2006).

**GAME DIFFICULTY**

With respect to the game’s overall difficulty level, we find that the puzzles are mostly engaging though leaning toward moderate difficulty. However, participants were hesitant to look up help, as the plurality of responses indicated that players rarely looked answers up online or asked others for help. This is concerning since there was evidence that some skills were not adequately taught in the tutorial. If players are hesitant to look up help and those skills are not found in the tutorial, then this can lead to those skills never being taught and players consequently feeling stuck.

Our results agree with previous findings of the difficulty of CSGs (Díaz et al. 2020; Keep 2018). Yet, we take this opportunity to ask whether this is where CSGs would ultimately like to be positioned in the space of gaming. This level of difficulty can lead to disengagement or low performance (Lomas et al. 2017, 2013). Moreover, difficulty is a cognitive barrier, much like the logistical barriers of participation that already muddy citizen science participation (Keep 2018; Spiers et al. 2019). These barriers bias participation and dictate who gets to participate in scientific knowledge production and, ultimately, who benefits from it (Curtis 2018; Keep 2018; Spiers et al. 2019).
However, how much can feasibly be done to make these games easier? The value of some CSGs is employing human cognition and creativity to solve extremely difficult problems; is it the CSG creators’ fault for the difficulty of gameplay? We argue yes. Yes, CSG scientists and developers are responsible for lowering barriers to participation of all kinds, especially cognitive ones. As science bears the burden of communicating truth, we must do what we can to make that truth accessible and understandable, enabling participants to engage science and its society-facing problems (Tuite 2014). In doing so, CSGs must aim to improve their instructional design and scientific communication to make even difficult problems accessible to all peoples.

OPEN-ENDED GAME FEEDBACK

Favorite aspects of the game
According to open-ended feedback, one of the primary values of these games is making scientific contributions. This agrees with prior literature on the motivations of CSG players (Curtis 2015; Diaz et al. 2020; Iacovides et al. 2013; Jennett et al. 2016). Moreover, like prior literature, we found that players appreciate the game for having real applications, contributing to scientific knowledge, helping scientists, and feeling like their gameplay matters. Yet, Foldit players often described IGE more so than making scientific contributions. IGE was coded as the value of the game qua game (i.e., the gamefulness of the experience). Participants enjoyed the games because they found them relaxing, with aesthetically pleasing color schemes, and they enjoyed simply improving their play and enjoying success with a gameful experience. Foldit players described, for example, the enjoyment of making a stable protein or an interesting [protein] design, and appreciating the coloring and the game’s soundscape. It is perhaps because of Foldit’s more pronounced gameful and gamification aspects that IGE was the dominant code compared to other games.

Foldit players also commented often on its educational value, which was seen primarily as an “interactive way to see science in action,” contrasting static texts and classroom lectures. This is likely due in part to the recent addition of Education mode (Miller et al. 2020); however, even before this mode was introduced, Foldit has been used by many teachers for its real-time interactivity in teaching biochemistry (e.g., Farley 2013). To date, more than 65 teachers and researchers have contacted or collaborated with the Foldit team regarding educational applications (Foldit team, personal communication, 2021).

Least favorite aspects of the game
The least favorite aspects of these games were more diverse. Players described confusion, software issues, scientific communication, interface and control issues, and task quality as barriers to their enjoyment, engagement, and productive contribution. For example, participants noted slow feedback on puzzle results and a lack of updates on the research being done based on the game, including publications and progress reports.

These least-favorite results can be seen as a takeaway for what CSGs should focus their efforts on improving. Namely, CSG developers can try to: (1) communicate more clearly and quickly regarding what scientific progress is being made and how players are contributing to it, (2) better teach players how to play, (3) listen to player feedback on interface and controls and collaborate with professional UI/UX designers to effect changes, (4) improve task quality, and (5) fix bugs and crashes (cf. Miller and Cooper 2022). Although some aspects will look different for each CSG, such as improving task quality, this refinement starts first and foremost with listening to player feedback.

Updates they would like to see
Curiously, the open-ended responses to update preferences did not align with the closed-ended responses. When given the space to elaborate, participants tended to request power user functionality and quality-of-life features. Several times, new players commented that they had no suggestions because they were too unfamiliar with the game to make good recommendations, resulting in expert players dominating the space with their long-lived frustrations and idiosyncratic desires. Thus, “power user functionality/quality-of-life features” was the highest category for Foldit and non-Foldit games alike, and included, for example, features to improve convenience, new interfaces, more access to the internal game functions, new tools, and features that would improve only some advanced workflows.

This finding is similar to the case study of game company Jagex (developers of the MMORPG RuneScape), who found that crowdsourcing suggestions from players is limited by which players engage with the crowdsourcing, the shape of ideas they generate, and the aspects of design and development that they value (Osborne 2016). In our study, not only were most requests limited to features for veteran users, but the remaining requests tended to reflect the participant’s least favorite qualities of the game: the UI and controls, the instructions, scientific communication, or bugs and other software issues.

Favorite and least favorite aspects of the tutorial
Participants were foremost concerned with the instructional design of the tutorial and secondly with the pacing and structure. For example, participants commented positively that the learning progression was gradual, there were
multiple ways to solve the puzzles, and the instructions were easy to follow. However, the instructions and feedback were sometimes not thorough enough, the tutorial doesn’t connect to the real science, and the levels often prevented the use of tools previously given to the player which violates standard playability heuristics (Korhonen and Koivisto 2006). Taken together, these findings suggest that tutorials could be improved by additional just-in-time guidance (Gee 2005; Shannon et al. 2013), as well as a clearer link to the science of the game and a better adherence to standard playability heuristics (de Vries et al. 2019; Miller and Cooper 2022).

**Overall**

Across all open-ended participant feedback, the most common codes for Foldit were instructions, understanding (or lack thereof) the science of the game, and IGE, while for all other games the most common codes were science communication, making scientific contributions, and gamification. The interest of science communication and making scientific contributions is best seen in Eterna, as noted earlier regarding Eterna’s close connection with scientific feedback and real lab results. When also excluding Eterna and Eyewire — the two most similar games to Foldit — the remaining 24 participants placed gamification as their top concern, followed by software and task quality. These results are notably driven by participants from Stall Catchers who requested better gamification, software improvements, and higher video resolution. Together, the overall feedback suggests three core — and equally important — recommendations for improving the CSG player experience: make it about the science, make it understandable, and make it fun.

**TAKEAWAYS**

Throughout all participant feedback, their responses highlighted flaws with the current game instruction, both because participants were confused about how to play and because they didn’t understand the science of the game, despite wanting to. This agrees with our initial hypothesis that the player experience is one of frustration, and indicates a need for better teaching of the big picture and the science-game loop, or contribution model (Miller et al. 2021). This was identified especially in Foldit’s tutorial, whose instructions were not thorough enough, not connected to real science, and violated standard playability heuristics — such as taking away tools the player had earned, inconsistent gameplay, and unintuitive controls (Desurvire and Wiberg 2009; Korhonen and Koivisto 2006) — all of which can create further confusion by not meeting standards.

For some games like Stall Catchers, gamification was their top concern. CSG teams might consider collaborating with professional game designers to satisfy player interest in gameful or gamified experiences with the task. As reported in the Results, participants like puzzles and strategy games, so tailoring the task design to those preferences is likely to better attract and retain players.

Overall, these results provide confirmation with previous literature that making scientific contributions remains one of the most, if not the most, important motivating factors for CSG participants (Curtis 2015; Diaz et al. 2020; Eveleigh et al. 2014; Iacovides et al. 2013; Jennett et al. 2016). Further, our analysis of participant responses contributes a clearer direction for CSG developers to improve their games, specifically with respect to scientific communication, instructional design, interface and controls, task quality, and software issues. It is important to teach the core gameplay loop and scientific contribution model early (cf. Miller et al. 2021) and iteratively refine your instructions and communication, especially if the project evolves over several years (Keep 2018). Scientific communication is critical since it feeds into the satisfaction of making scientific contributions and can also teach and inform players. In this way, communication is the linchpin of CSG success. To this, we suggest quicker, clearer, more frequent, and more regular scientific communication as the single most important aspect CSG developers could focus on. For more details on implementation of these practices, we refer to recent citizen science literature on communication and accessibility (Paleco et al. 2021; Rüfenacht et al. 2021).

**LIMITATIONS**

The most notable limitation of this work is a data skew toward Foldit and similar games. However, because our findings are in line with prior work (e.g., Diaz et al. 2020; Miller and Cooper 2022; Tinati et al. 2016), we believe that the contributions of this article remain generalizable to other CSGs. Moreover, our statistical comparisons between Foldit and non-Foldit responses showed non-significant differences for update preferences and game difficulty, suggesting that these aspects may be consistent across CSGs.

Secondly, we note that qualitative coding is a tradeoff of subjective bias and lack of statistical analysis in exchange for depth and nuance in analysis. Future work would benefit from examining player experiences from a quantitative perspective as well. This has not been performed to date because embedding the same gameplay data logging technology (telemetry hooks) in all of these games is currently infeasible, and adding the same telemetry hooks in only one or several games runs a greater risk of skew than in the present study.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we surveyed 185 players on their experiences with CSGs to understand the differences between real player experiences and theoretical motivations. Participants responded on 9 different citizen science games, which we analyzed using qualitative content analysis. We found that major concerns included scientific communication, instructional design, user interface and controls, task quality, and software issues.

The next step in this line of research is to make iterative improvements to these CSGs based on the current findings, followed by another survey of the field. CSGs, like other design-centered research, benefit greatly from iteration (Prestopnik 2010). Further, CSG developers would benefit from more communication as a community in order to share ideas and solutions, rather than having separate isolated issues and solving similar problems repeatedly.
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